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Artist Statement
I am interested in how images of a particular landscape can be used to 
define a specific identity, and ideas derived from this topic, for example, 
landscape uniqueness, awe to nature, mutual understanding between 
people with different background etc. I believe landscape identity is in a 
constant motion that motivated by natural elements and cultural 
product, and continuously reflect on this deduction based researches in 
art history and sociology. 
This stage of work engages in the transition of depictions of the Cornish 
landscape. I found an anchor point in Peter Lanyon’s statement that the 
shift of the economic structure caused Cornish people to be exiled from 
their traditional way of living. I was significantly influenced by Mark 
Jenkin’s movie Bait (2019) and therefore encouraged to explore the 
true essence of Cornish landscape behind the idealised image that 
formed by centuries of cultural product. 
My work demonstrates a genuineness attitude, attempted to achieve a 
mutual understanding via a common appreciation to a particular 
landscape. It encourages visitors to abandon pre-occupied impressions 
and try to understand locals through their perspectives. 
 

Bits of Land, Bits of Sea
The project consists of a series of paintings, sculptures and installations. 
It explores the landscape identity of west Penwith peninsula through 
resting land and motional coastline, interpreting landscape identity 
experimentally in three perspectives: natural landscape, personal 
experience and visual history.
 

 

Background
In the history of art, Cornwall was “discovered” as a remote place with a 
traditional lifestyle with idyllic romance. Despite its flourishing mining 
economy and industrial fishermen, the county was often pictured as an 
inheritance of Barbizon School. As history goes, the image of the 
county gradually demonstrates the other side of its landscape as 
interpreters changed. Many have noticed the existence of a pre-
occupied impression significantly influenced the culture of the region as 
well as the way how Cornish landscape was identified. More and more 
artists started to reflect on the term “true essence of Cornish landscape” 
through their unique perspectives. Some encountered peculiar 
materiality discovered in the wild, and some were inspired by the real 
image of Cornish life. 
Numerous articles of recent years discussed the term “landscape 
identity” and defined it as “perceived uniqueness of a particular land”. 
How a particular land could be perceived? What are the key factors that 
may determine the result of observers? How should landscape be 
experienced for receiving a panoramic view of its inhabitants, culture 
and geographical distinctiveness? These perpetually interactional 
factors have left great flexibility for the artist to encounter relevant 
questions. 
The project considered land as a static record of the natural history of 
the county, which determined the way of living and the uniqueness of 
natural landscape; meanwhile, it interpreted the maritime landscape of 
Penwith a continuously developing regional history of economy, which 
influence the human activities and external forces that may change its 
landscape identity. 
 



List of Works

1. Composition: Conceptualised Seascape 
painting, watercolour on paper

A2, 42.0 * 59.4 cm

A3, 29.7 cm * 42.0 cm * 2 Pieces

Square, 22.0 cm * 22.0 cm * 4 Pieces

19.0 cm * 39.0 cm

2. Marazion’s Mirror

painting, watercolour on paper



17.0 cm * 48.0 cm

3. In the Warmth of the Sun

painting, watercolour on paper

230.0 cm * 150.0 cm

The size of the installation can be adjusted proportionally

4. Bits of Land, Bits of Sea

Installation



500 cm * 500 cm

The size of the installation can be adjusted proportionally

5. The Memory of Blue Water

Installation



6. The Continuity of Sea

video



29.7 cm * 42.0 cm * 29.7 cm


7. Sinker

sculpture, cardboard, salt and strings

15.0 cm * 7.0 cm * 3 Pieces


8. Sail Forms

sculpture, cardboard, salt and strings



The work was divided into different parts of the exhibition


9. Composition: Wind from St Ives

installation, consists of various sculptures



5.0 cm * 5.0 cm * 12.5 cm


10. Fest on

sculpture, glass

15.0 cm * 15.0 cm * 4.5 cm


11. Catch of the Day

sculpture, wrecking



39.7 cm * 48.3 cm 


12. Quoits

digital print

42.0 cm * 52.0 cm 


13. Ritual

painting, watercolour on paper



Key Exhibition Reference

Cornelia Parker, Edge of England, 1999






Antony Gormley, The Host, 2019






Sigalit Landau, Salt Year, 2019






Other inspirations

Relief V,

Johan Creten, 2012
 Made by You, Damilola Odusote, 2015




Floating Garden,

Yamamoto Motoi, 2015


Utsusemi,

Yamamoto Motoi, 2003




The Castle,

Jorge Méndez Blake, 2018




Arrangement



Considering feedbacks received from the crit over last 
exhibition proposal, the new arrangement cast off the 
dependency to a specific site. However, the demand of 
natural light sources has been kept for maintaining an 
uncontrollable reflection on salty sculptures.
 

 

Wind from St Ives is divided into 
different parts. Hanging semi-
transparent watercolour papers 
arranged above The Memory of 
Blue Water. On the one hand, the 
natural light source can still 
highlight features of the materiality 
of these installations. As they are 
installed right to the entrance 
visitors will have them at the first 
sight; on the other hand their 
reflection can be seen on the water 
surface of The Memory of Blue 
Water, creating a serenity, a zen 
for audience who tend to take it 
slow and spending time 
experiencing the exhibition. 

 

1.5 m

2.0 m



Arrangement

Another feature inherited from the 
previous proposal is the visitor-
guiding composition. The massive 
installation occupies the centre 
that forces the audience to split 
into two directions, following 
narratives the exhibitor designed. 
Visitors are encouraged to 
examine the central installation 
from different angles while go 
through wall-based displays.
 



1.5 m

1.5 m ( to the border of the image)

At the entrance there is In the 
Warmth of the Sun and Marazion’s 
Mirror, lead audiences to the land 
part of the show via their depiction 
of natural-human determined 
landscape; the other direction is a 
screen plays the Continuity of the 
Sea, which is also the artist 
statement & explanation of the 
Memory of Blue Water. It guides 
visitors to the theoretical 
explorations of conceptualised 
elements of the landscape.  

 



5 m 2.5 m2.5 m

Sinker is composited near the 
window. As it was filmed (see work 
page of the website), light source 
played a significant part of the 
work. These sinkers were inspired 
by meteors that shoot across the 
St Ives Bay, as well as the physical 
forms of fishing sinkers. 
Movements of their references are 
reproduced when wind/air moves  
pendants, while shadows of salt 
sinkers project their shapes on the 
reflective surface that covers the 
background.
 



As it was statement at the 
beginning of this document, the 
project depicts the sea and the 
land as two distinctive carriers of 
key factors of landscape identity, 
therefore different themed artworks 
are composited opposite each 
other, implying a relative state; but 
works created via materials 
obtained from both the sea and the 
land, at the same time natural and 
artificial as well, occupied the 
space between them and 
demonstrate a transition, and the 
connection which maintained the 
symbiotic relationship between bits 
of land, and bits of sea.
 



The other half from the Wind from St Ives, combines with Sail 
form series, Feast on and Catch of the Day, demonstrate a state 
that artificial objects losses their functionality and transit into an 
element of landscape. It represents a stage where human 
activity starts to redefine the landscape, assigning new identity 
to it and evolve the old one.
 





2.1 m

2.5 m

2.1 m

2.5 m
10 m

2.3 m

Opposite the ocean side, there is the part about explorations of land and the materiality of landmarks discovered in the wild. The installation Bits of 
Land, Bits of Sea in the exhibition will not contain any salty component that could relate to the sea. The composition refers to the map of west 
Penwith Peninsula and separated each place - that often comes with a Celtic name - by paintings of the prehistory landmark. Each element 
expands from perhaps a standing stone, and reach the margin of another, assigned names as visitors firstly discovered them. And with a number of 
these a piece of land is connected physically as well as culturally. It shows the artist’s interpretation of the process of defining landscape identity. 
The installation is companied by two watercolour painting of quoits — one emerged in the landscape, and the other only purely isolated.
 


